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SUMMARY
Mouse embryonic stem cells (ESCs) show cell-to-cell heterogeneity. A small number of two-cell-like cells (2CLCs)marked by endogenous

retrovirus activation emerge spontaneously. The 2CLCs are unstable and they are prone to transiting back to the pluripotent statewithout

extrinsic stimulus. To understand how this bidirectional transition takes place, we performed single-cell RNA sequencing on isolated

2CLCs that underwent 2C-like state exit and re-entry, and revealed a step-by-step transitional process between 2C-like and pluripotent

states. Mechanistically, we found that cell cycle played an important role in mediating these transitions by regulating assembly of the

nucleolus and peri-nucleolar heterochromatin to influence 2C gene Dux expression. Collectively, our findings provide a roadmap of

the 2C-like state entry and exit in ESCs and also a causal role of the cell cycle in promoting these transitions.
INTRODUCTION

Mouse embryonic stem cells (mESCs) in culture exhibit

cell-to-cell heterogeneity, with about 1% of them sponta-

neously emerging as two-cell-like cells (2CLCs) (Macfarlan

et al., 2012; Zalzman et al., 2010). Unlike ESCs, 2CLCs

display a signature of activated two-cell-specific genes

and repeats such as Zscan4, Dux, and MERVL (Akiyama

et al., 2015; De Iaco et al., 2017; Falco et al., 2007; Hen-

drickson et al., 2017; Whiddon et al., 2017). Previous

studies on 2C-like state emergence from mESCs focused

on mechanisms of overcoming genetic and epigenetic

barriers. For example, expression of a pioneer transcrip-

tion factor, Dux, can open up chromatin and activate

endogenous retroviruses (ERVs) (De Iaco et al., 2017; Hen-

drickson et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2020). Depletion of

repressive epigenetic factors such as Tet and Setdb1 can

trigger this transition by releasing the epigenetic repres-

sion of 2C genes (Guallar et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2020).

However, the 2C-like state is unstable and likely to transit

back to the original pluripotent state, and relatively little

is known about the mechanisms of the exit process (Mac-

farlan et al., 2012; Rodriguez-Terrones et al., 2018). A

recent study shows that pluripotent genes are activated

in two waves during the 2CLC-to-ESC transition with

induced Dux overexpression, which is a system distinct

from the spontaneous 2C-like state entry, and that Dux

mRNA decay plays an important role in the 2C-like state

exit (Fu et al., 2019; Xudong Fu and Zhang, 2020). How-
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ever, the complete picture and molecular mechanisms

involved in spontaneous 2C-like state entry and exit

have yet to be fully elucidated.

The cell cycle is an ordered series of events involved in

cell growth and division, during which dynamic genetic

and epigenetic remodeling takes place in the nucleolus

(Nagano et al., 2017; Padeken and Heun, 2014; Probst

et al., 2009; Visintin and Amon, 2000; Zhang et al.,

2019). It is tightly coupled to cell fate decisions such as

differentiation and reprogramming, etc. (Gonzales et al.,

2015; Gruenheit et al., 2018; Nemeth and Grummt,

2018). Former studies have the observation that 2C-like

cells exhibit an extended G2/M phase (Atashpaz et al.,

2020; Eckersley-Maslin et al., 2016). However, the detailed

mechanistic link between 2C entry/exit and cell cycle is

very poorly explored. Furthermore, nucleolus organiza-

tion and heterochromatin assembly and disassembly

exhibit different signatures during the cell cycle and are

connected with cell fate decision (Boisvert et al., 2007;

Borsos and Torres-Padilla, 2016; Guetg and Santoro,

2012; Müller and Almouzni, 2017).

In this study, we delineate the transcriptional dynamic

shifts fromthe2C-like to thepluripotent state through inter-

mediate transitional states that exhibit different cell-cycle

phase signatures, and 2CLCs show an enrichment of G1

and G2/M phases in comparison to S phase. By arresting

mESCs at different cell-cycle phases, we demonstrate that

blockage at G1/early S phase is sufficient for the activation

of ERVs and the 2C transcriptional program.
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Mechanistically, we elucidate that cell-cycle-dependent

nucleolus architecture and its associated peri-nucleolar het-

erochromatin remodeling are essential to orchestrate 2C-

like state entry and exit.
RESULTS

Reconstruction of the 2CLC-to-ESC transition

intermediate states at single-cell resolution

To characterize the roadmap underlying the emergence

and exit of the 2C-like state, we used 2C::tdTomato to label

the expression of MERVL and applied fluorescence-acti-

vated cell sorting (FACS) to sort the 2CLCs from mESCs,

and subsequently released 2CLCs to exit the 2C-like state

and to return to mESCs for 24 h. Then single-cell RNA

sequencing (scRNA-seq) was performed to identify the dy-

namic cell states and cell fate determinants during the

2CLC-to-ESC transition process (Figure 1A).

Uniform manifold approximation and projection

(UMAP) showed the separated clusters of 3,839 sorted cells

(Figure 1B). Clustering analysis indicated different ERVand

pluripotency gene expression of the 2CLC and ESC sub-

populations (Figure 1C). 2CLCs (cluster 4) displayed high

MERVL int, MT2_mm, and Gm4340 long-terminal-repeat

expression with low pluripotency, while ESCs separated

into three subpopulations (clusters 1–3), and they all

showed high expression of pluripotency marker genes

such as Pou5f1, Nanog, and Sox2. Moreover, ES-3 (cluster

3) exhibited upregulation of MERVL int, MT2_mm, and

Gm4340 (Figure 1C). We also demonstrated that the un-

sorted ESCs revealed less than 1% of 2CLCs with single-

cell RNA-seq (Figure S1A and S1B), which confirmed this

rare population in regular ESC culture. To distinguish

whether the appearance of the three different ESC clusters

was due to unique transitional states arising from sorted

2CLCs exiting the 2C-like state, or due to the cellular het-

erogeneity of unsorted ESC culture itself, we compared

the UMAP clustering of the sorted-and-released 2CLCs

and unsorted mESCs side by side (Figure S1A). We found

that the sorted 2C-like state-exiting cells showed a signifi-

cantly increased proportion of 2CLCs (cluster 4) and ES-3

(cluster 3), while the unsorted ESCs showed that nearly

80% of the cells were typical ESCs (Figure S1B).

To further dissect the transcriptional signatures of

2CLCs, ESCs, and their intermediate transitional states,

we analyzed the expression pattern of 2C-specific ele-

ments, including activated repeats (Fadloun et al., 2013)

and two-cell embryo genes (Falco et al., 2007; Hamatani

et al., 2004) (Table S1). In addition to the obvious increase

in two-cell-specific elements and decrease in pluripotency

genes associated with the 2C-like state (cluster 4), we also

detected that ES-3 showed significant downregulation of
2660 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 16 j 2659–2673 j November 9, 2021
pluripotency genes (Table S1), while ES-2 (cluster 2) dis-

played significant upregulation of 2C-specific elements

compared with ES-1 (cluster 1) (Figure 1D). We also

observed that ES-2 and 2CLCs both showed significantly

reduced levels of formative markers (Otx2, Dido1, and

c-Myc) (Table S1, Figure S1C) (Smith, 2017), indicating

that with pluripotencymarkers downregulated, ESCs could

also be disposed toward a primed state other than the 2C

state. Together, these data suggest that the sort-and-release

system provides a model to study cellular dynamics after

2C exit and identifies transitional states during the 2CLC-

ESC transition process.

Identification of a transcriptional roadmap during the

2CLC-to-ESC transition

To clarify the transcriptional roadmap with the clusters

identified above, we carried out pseudo-time trajectory

analysis (Qiu et al., 2017; Trapnell et al., 2014) and further

identified two subclusters in the 2CLCs. Cluster 4.1 at the

beginning of the trajectory was named as 2C-IN cells,

followed by 2C-OUT (cluster 4.2), ES-IN (cluster 2), ES

(cluster 1), and ES-OUT (cluster 3) along the trajectory

(Figure 2A).

To further delineate the relationship among these clus-

ters, we used scatterplots to show the pseudo-time

expression of MERVL int, MT2_mm, Gm4340, Pou5f1,

Nanog, and Sox2, the representative 2C-specific and plu-

ripotency genes, to display the 2CLC-to-ESC transition

(Figure 2B). Gene expression patterns revealed that 2C

and ERV gene expression first decreased from the 2C-IN

to the 2C-OUT state, and then continued to decrease

through the ES-IN and ES states, with a concomitant in-

crease of pluripotent marker gene expression (Figure 2B).

Importantly, the 2C genes and ERVs slightly increased

with an obvious decrease in pluripotency genes in the

ES-OUT stage compared with ES, consistent with previ-

ous research (Rodriguez-Terrones et al., 2018). This sug-

gested that ES-OUT is an intermediate state of ESCs

primed for 2C emergence.

To further characterize the global gene expression fea-

tures of these clusters, the enriched pathways of differen-

tially expressed genes (DEGs) were analyzed. We identified

that the 2C-specific gene expression pattern in ES-OUT

resembledmore like 2CLCs, in terms of 2C gene expression

(Figure S2A), which also indicated that ES-OUT is at an in-

termediate state of the ESC-to-2CLC transition, but closer

to ESCs. In addition, 2C-IN showed higher expression of

2C-specific genes and lower expression of ribosome-related

genes (Rpl10, Rpl27, and Rps12) compared with 2C-OUT

(Figures 2C and S2A), indicating that 2C-OUT is also an in-

termediate state of the ESC-to-2CLC transition, and it may

be primed for active translation to enter the fast-prolifer-

ating ES state.



Figure 1. Single-cell RNA-seq uncovers transitional states between 2CLCs and ESCs in a sort-and-release system
(A) A schematic showing a sort-and-release system to dissect 2CLC-to-ESC transition dynamics in this study.
(B) UMAP plot of sorted 2C::TdTomato-positive cells by single-cell RNA-seq. Colors indicate different clusters.
(C) Violin plots showing the relative expression patterns of MERVL-int, MT2_mm, and Gm4340 (2C marker genes), as well as Pou5f1, Nanog,
and Sox2 (pluripotency marker genes) of each cluster.
(D) Boxplots showing average expression of activated repeats (n = 301 repeats), two-cell embryo-specific genes (n = 75 genes), and
pluripotency genes (n = 135 genes) of each cluster. The p values were calculated by two-tailed Wilcoxon test.
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Figure 2. Identification of a transcriptional roadmap for 2C-like state exit and entry
(A) Pseudo-time analysis on UMAP of cells. Top: colors indicate trajectory order; each cell is colored according to its position in the
pseudo-time. Bottom: colors indicate different clusters identified in Figure 1. The 2CLCs are further divided into two subclusters.
(B) Scatterplots showing the dynamics of expression of representative genes and repeats in each cell cluster along a pseudo-time axis.
(C) A gene set variation analysis (GSVA) heatmap showing the differentially enriched pathways in the 2C-IN, 2C-OUT, ES-IN, ES, and ES-OUT
cell populations.

(legend continued on next page)
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Finally, we utilized gene set variation analysis (GSVA),

which could provide greater sensitivity for finding gene

expression changes of small magnitude that operate coor-

dinately in specific sets of functionally related genes (Fig-

ures 2C and S2B) (Hänzelmann et al., 2013). ES and ES-IN

showed enrichment in DNA replication, ribosomes, and

formation of the ATP pathway compared with 2C-IN, 2C-

OUT, and ES-OUT (Figures 2C and S2B), suggesting that

the 2C-like and ES-OUTstates are closer to a quiescent state,

whereas ESCs are in ametabolically active state (Rodriguez-

Terrones et al., 2020). In addition to the indicated gene

expression differences and the connected pathway varia-

tions described above, our expression data also revealed a

cell-cycle distinction in different clusters by GSVA (Fig-

ure 2D). We next analyzed the cell-cycle proportion at

G1, S, and G2/M phase in each cluster with the single-cell

RNA-seq data, and observed a significantly higher propor-

tion of G2/M phase in 2CLCs compared with ESCs, as re-

ported (Figure 2E) (Atashpaz et al., 2020; Eckersley-Maslin

et al., 2016).

Cell-cycle variations distinguish 2CLC, ESCs, and the

intermediate states

When we divided the 2CLCs into 2C-IN and 2C-OUT, we

found that 2C-IN showed an enrichment ofG1 phase, while

2C-OUT showed an enrichment of G2/M phase, and ES-IN,

ES, and ES-OUT subclusters showed reduced G2/M phase by

different degrees (Figures 3A and 3B).Moreover, the ES-OUT

showed cell cycles similar to those of 2C-IN, with increased

cell number in the G1-phase proportion, while the ES ex-

hibited a large proportion in S phase and small proportion

in G1 phase, which was in agreement with the fast self-

renewal ability of ESCs (Figures 3A and 3B) (Liu et al.,

2019). Re-analysis of single-cell RNA-seq data from a recent

study on transitional 2CLCs to ESCs also showed an

increasedG1 phase in both 2C-like cells (D12C+) and transi-

tional-state cells (D12C�) (Figures 3A and 3B) (Fu et al.,

2019). We also sorted 2C+ and 2C� cells with a MERVL-

2C: tdTomato reporter ESC line, and found that the 2C+

bulk population displayed a larger proportion of G2/M

phase compared with ESCs or the 2C� population (Fig-

ure S3C), consistent with the single-cell RNA-seq results

that the 2CLCs showed an enrichment of onlyG2/Mphase,

compared with ESCs (Figure S2E). Together, these data

demonstrate that the enrichment of G1 and G2/M phases

is a featured cell-cycle signature of the 2C-like state, whereas

the enrichment of theDNA replication S phase is a signature

of the ESC state.
(D) Gene set variation analysis with KEGG cell-cycle pathway is show
score of the pathway.
(E) The cell-cycle distribution of 2CLCs and ESCs at the single-cell lev
Cell-cycle regulation is tightly coupledwith cell fate deci-

sion. An expanded G1 phase may enable the accumulation

of factors needed for the dissolution of pluripotency and

cell fate determination (Dalton, 2015; Gonzales et al.,

2015; Lange and Calegari, 2010). G2/M phase is connected

with nucleolar disassembly, involving dynamic changes in

nucleolus architecture and functions, which plays an

important role in early embryo development and stem

cell fate decision (Boisvert et al., 2007; Leung et al.,

2004). To understand whether cell-cycle regulation plays

a causal role in the 2CLC and ESC state transition, cell-cycle

inhibitors were used to examine the effect of cell-cycle ar-

rest on 2C activation (Figure 3C). The G2/M phase inhibi-

tor nocodazole (NOC) significantly arrested cells in the

G2/M phase but showed barely any effect on the expres-

sion of ERV repeats and pluripotency genes, while treat-

ment with the DNA synthesis inhibitor cytarabine (CYT)

arrested mESCs at G1/early S phase and showed significant

upregulation of 2C genes and downregulation of pluripo-

tency genes in both E14 and V6.5 ESC lines (Figure 3D).

In addition, we found that cell-cycle inhibitors caused

elevated P53 expression (Figure S3D). And it has been re-

ported that altered p53 pulses lead to the expression of a

different set of downstream genes and also alter cell fate

(Purvis et al., 2012). So, we tested cell-cycle inhibitors in

Trp53 knockout mESCs, and the results also showed signif-

icantly increased ERV expression with CYT treatment, sug-

gesting that the effect of G1/early S arrest-mediated ERV

activation was not dependent on Trp53 (Figure S3E) (Reyes

et al., 2018). In addition, flow cytometry analysis with the

MERVL-2C: tdTomato mESCs also showed increased per-

centage of viable cells in 2CLCs upon CYT treatment

excluded from the apoptosis effect (Figures 3E and S3F).

Previous studies found that retinoblastoma (RB) protein

and its phosphorylation played a regulatory role in control-

ling cell fate decision through mediation of the cell-cycle

progress, and inactivation of RB triggers G2/M arrest (Con-

klin et al., 2012; Conklin and Sage, 2009; Li et al., 2018;

Ruiz et al., 2011). We also found that the expression level

of Rb1 (RB transcriptional corepressor 1) and Rbl2 (RB

transcriptional corepressor-like 2) was enriched in the ES-

IN and ES populations (Figure S3G), which implied that

Rb1 and Rbl2 might involved in regulating of ES to 2CLC

transition. Together, the above data demonstrate not only

that the different states of 2CLCs identified by single-cell

RNA-seq are associated with different cell-cycle phases,

but also that arrest at G1/early S phase could drive 2C

activation.
n on a UMAP plot. The intensity of colors indicates the enrichment

el.
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Figure 3. Cell-cycle variations distinguish 2CLCs, ESCs, and the intermediate states
(A) Normalized density plots showing the distribution of cells in different cell-cycle phases analyzed from the single-cell RNA-seq data.
(B) The cell-cycle distribution of 2CLCs, ESCs, and intermediate-state cells at the single-cell level.
(C) Flow cytometry analysis of cell-cycle distribution upon treatment with different cell-cycle inhibitors. The vehicle is a DMSO control.
Cytarabine is a DNA replication inhibitor, and nocodazole is a G2/M inhibitor. n = 3 independent experiments.

(legend continued on next page)
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The G1/S arrest-induced 2C activation was not

through the ATR pathway

To further confirmwhether G1-phase cell-cycle arrest per se

could activate ERVs, we synchronized cells to the G1 phase

(treated by NOC and released for 3.5 h so that the cells

reached the G1 phase), instead of treating the cells with

CYT. Cells synchronized to the G1 phase also showed

strong induction of the 2C gene Dux (Figure S3H). To

further exclude non-cell-cycle-related side effects of CYT,

as CYT also acts as a DNA polymerase inhibitor, which

could probably trigger replication stress through the ATR

pathway to activate ERVs (Atashpaz et al., 2020; Wang

et al., 2018), we dissected whether the 2C activation by

CYT was through the activated ATR pathway. We treated

mESCs with CYT and ATR inhibitors (ATRi) and found

that ATRi treatment could not abrogate the 2C activation

caused by CYT (Figures 3F and 3G), even though western

blotting analysis showed a clear reduction of phosphoryla-

tion of the replication stress marker CHK1 (Figure 3G).

Overall, these data indicated that the 2C activation upon

CYT treatment was at least not completely a result of ATR

signaling.

Cell-cycle arrest leads to dynamic changes in nucleolar

architecture

Having proved that G1/early S-phase arrest played an

important role in the 2CLC and ESC state transition, we

performed bulk RNA-seq with CYT treatment to dissect

the potential pathways involved in regulating this transi-

tion. Analysis of DEGs (false discovery rate [FDR] <0.05

and log2 fold change >1) identified 1,570 upregulated

genes and 1,279 downregulated genes uponCYT treatment

(Table S2). We found that a significant fraction of CYT-

induced DEGs overlapped with 2C-specific genes or ele-

ments, includingMERVL,MT2_Mm(MERVL_LTR), Zscan4c,

Duxf3, Gm4340, and Zfp352 (Figure 4A). Gene ontology

(GO) analysis revealed that CYT treatment caused downre-

gulation of genes in chromatin assembly and disassembly

and nucleosome organization (Figure 4B), which is consis-

tent with the fact that the nucleosome is assembled with

DNA replication (Takami et al., 2007) and depletion of

chromatin disassembly factors can trigger 2C activation

(Ishiuchi et al., 2015). Previous studies show that the nucle-

olus exhibits different architecture during cell growth and

division (Caragine et al., 2019; Sirri et al., 2008) and serves

as a site for heterochromatin (Guetg and Santoro, 2012). To
(D) qRT-PCR analysis of 2C repeats and pluripotency gene expression
presented as the mean ± SEM, n = 3 independent experiments.*p < 0
(E) Flow cytometry analysis of 2C::tdTomato-positive cells with cytar
(F) qRT-PCR for 2C-specific gene expression upon treatment with cytar
the mean ± SEM, n = 3 independent experiments.
(G) Immunoblotting showing expression of ZSCAN4 and p-CHK1 in ES
delineate nucleolus variations underlying different cell-cy-

cle phases, we first sorted the 2C+ (2CLCs), 2C�/G1+, and

2C�/G1� cells using the Hoechst 33342 dye as a cell-cycle

indicator from the MERVL-2C: tdTomatomESCs. We exam-

ined the nucleolar granular component (GC) marker pro-

tein nucleophosmin 1 (NPM1) with immunofluorescence

and observed that NPM1 was enriched at the nucleolar pe-

riphery (Figure S4A). The 2C+ cells displayed reduced quan-

tity of NPM1-labeled nucleolus withmore fused and round

morphology compared with the 2C�/G1� cells, and the

2C�/G1+ cells showed nucleolar characteristics similar to

those of 2C+ cells (Figures S4A and S4B), which implied

that the 2CLCs and ESCs displayed different nucleolar

features.

To further investigate the architecture of the nucleolus

and chromatin state during the cell-cycle process, we co-

stained the nucleolarmarker proteinNPM1 and the hetero-

chromatin marker histone H3 lysine 9 trimethylation

(H3K9me3) with immunofluorescence to indicate whether

the peri-nucleolar heterochromatin (Guetg and Santoro,

2012) is involved in 2C activation with cell-cycle inhibitor

treatment. We found that mESCs treated with CYT showed

reduced nucleoli counts per nucleus and rounder

morphology like 2CLCs, while NOC-treated mESCs

showed a disassembled nucleolus (Figure 4C and 4D).

Moreover, the foci of H3K9me3 became diffused in the

CYT-treated group (Figures 4C and 4E). Furthermore, we

also detected dynamicmorphological changes in the dense

fibrillar component (DFC) with fibrillin immunofluores-

cence upon cell-cycle inhibitor treatment, namely, the

DFC coalesced with CYT treatment and disappeared with

NOC treatment (Figure S4C). To further confirm the nucle-

olar pattern of G1-phase cells, we stained nucleolin (NCL)

in NOC-synchronized cells (treated by NOC and released

for 3.5 h so that cells reached the G1 phase), and we found

that the cells synchronized in G1 phase also showed

reduced nucleoli number and round nucleolar shape, like

2C+ ESCs (Figures 4F and 4G). In conclusion, our study re-

vealed that mESCs arrested at G1/early S phase exhibited a

reduced and round nucleolar pattern, and diffused hetero-

chromatin foci, while G2/M-phase mESCs showed a disas-

sembled nucleolar pattern compared with untreated

mESCs. It is reported thatDux is amajor factor driving tran-

scription in the 2C-like state by activating ERVL family re-

peats and ERVL-linked genes inmESCs (De Iaco et al., 2017;

Hendrickson et al., 2017). Consequently, we carried out
with cell-cycle inhibitor-treated ESC lines E14 and V6.5. Data are
.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.005.
abine treatment.
abine and a replication stress inhibitor, ATRi. Data are presented as

Cs with the indicated treatment. n = 2 independent experiments.
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Dux overexpression and knockdown to see its effect on the

cell cycle and nucleolus (Figures S4D and S4E). We found

that more cells were at G1 and G2/M phase with Dux

overexpression, and Dux knockdown showed reduced G1

phase (Figure S4F). And immunofluorescence showed

that the nucleolus was also reduced and became

round with Dux overexpression (Figures 4H and 4I), which

suggested that the expression of Dux is connected with

nucleolar structure. However, knockdown of Dux barely

has an effect on the nucleolus and nuclear lamina

(Figure S4H).

Cell-cycle arrest caused Dux release from the peri-

nucleolar heterochromatin and 2C activation

It has been reported that the nucleolar protein NCL can

form a complex with TRIM28 and mediate the repression

of the 2C gene Dux (Percharde et al., 2018). And we found

that CYT-treated mESCs showed downregulated ribosome

pathway genes and increased Zscan4 expression (Figures

S5A–S5C), consistent with the abnormal nucleolar

morphology shown above. Thus, we carried out chromatin

immunoprecipitation (ChIP)-qPCR for NCL and found

that NCL bound theDux locus inmESCs and that the levels

of NCL at the Dux locus were significantly reduced upon

CYT treatment (Figure 5A). To further determine the inter-

action between Dux and heterochromatin regions, we

examined the localization of theDux locus using DNAfluo-

rescence in situ hybridization (FISH) in combination with

immunofluorescence of NCL and the nuclear lamina

marker LaminB1. Nuclear lamina is a fibrous layer and

often exhibits low transcriptional activity (Lanctôt et al.,

2007). Similar to the ChIP results, the Dux locus tended

to escape from the peri-nucleolar or laminar regions to

the nucleoplasm with CYT treatment (Figures 5B and

5C), indicating that the Dux locus moved away from the
Figure 4. Cell-cycle arrest leads to dynamic changes in nucleolar
(A) An M-versus-A plot (MA) plot showing gene expression in ESCs tre
elements are highlighted.
(B) A bar plot showing the �log10 (p value) of enrichment scores of
treatment. All data were derived from two independent replicates of
(C) Representative NPM1 and H3K9me3 immunofluorescence with CYT-
are indicated.
(D) The percentage of numbers of nucleoli per cell was quantified in CT
number from four fields in two independent experiments.
(E) Numbers of H3K9me3 foci per cell in control , CYT and NOC treated
SD. The data represent averaged H3K9me3 focus number from four fie
(F) Immunofluorescence of NCL and LaminB1 with nocodazole arrest a
phase.
(G) The percentages of the number of nucleoli per cell were quantified
represent averaged nucleoli number from four fields in two independ
(H) Immunofluorescence of NCL and LaminB1 in untreated (iDux) an
(I) The percentages of the number of nucleoli per cell were quantified
nucleoli number from four fields in two independent experiments.
transcriptionally repressive heterochromatin environment

(Guetg and Santoro, 2012).

Next, we used H3K9me3 or heterochromatin protein 1

(HP1a) in combinationwithNCL to indicate peri-nucleolar

heterochromatin. We performed ChIP-Re-ChIP analysis

withNCL as a primary antibody andH3K9me3 as a second-

ary antibody, and it revealed that the levels of DNA pulled

down by both NCL and H3K9me3 at the Dux locus were

significantly reduced upon CYT treatment (Figure 5D).

Furthermore, ChIP-Re-ChIP-seq results also revealed

reduced NCL binding and H3K9me3 signals at the MERVL

or ERV class gene promoters with CYT treatment (Fig-

ure 5E). Last, we performed Dux DNA FISH combined

with NPM1 and HP1a immunofluorescence. DNA FISH

showed that Dux signals became more separated from

NPM1 and HP1a in the CYT-treated group, and the HP1a

foci also became more scattered, like H3K9me3 foci, at

the nucleolar periphery (Figures 5F and S5D), and the

count of HP1a foci per cell was also reducedwith CYT treat-

ment (Figure 5G). Taken together, these data demonstrated

that reduced peri-nucleolar heterochromatin around the

Dux locus at the G1/early S phase might facilitate 2C

gene expression (Figure 6).
DISCUSSION

The 2C-like transcriptional program is spontaneously acti-

vated in less than 1% mESCs, and the process is transient

and reversible. Previous studies characterized the transcrip-

tional dynamics during ESC-to-2CLC transition and identi-

fied factors regulating this process (Fu et al., 2019; Rodri-

guez-Terrones et al., 2018). Recently, Xudong Fu et al.

reported a roadmap for 2CLC exit to ESCs and found that

mRNA degradation of key 2C genes contributes to the
architecture and nucleolus-associated heterochromatin
ated with CYT in comparison to control. Key 2C-specific genes and

the pathways enriched in differentially expressed genes upon CYT
RNA sequencing.
and NOC-treated ESCs. CYT, cytarabine, NOC, nocodazole. Scale bars

RL and CYT treated conditions. The data represent averaged nucleoli

conditions. ***p < 0.005 by t test, n = 26 cells, shown is the mean ±
lds in two independent experiments.
t G2/M and release for 3.5 h (NOC R3.5) in ESCs synchronized at G1

under NOC treatment and NOC treatment released for 3.5 h. The data
ent experiments.
d doxycycline-induced Dux-overexpressing (+Doxy) ESCs.
in iDux and Dux-overexpressing ESCs. The data represent averaged
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Figure 5. G1/early S-phase arrest-mediated nucleolar architecture and peri-nucleolar heterochromatin remodeling modulates 2C
gene activation
(A) ChIP assays showing NCL binding at the Dux locus, with or without CYT treatment. Data are shown as a percentage of input. **p <
0.01,***p < 0.005 by one-way ANOVA, n = 3, error bars represent SE. Shown is a representative result from two independent experiments.
(B) Representative images of distinct localization patterns of the Dux locus stained with DNA FISH (red) under control and cytarabine-
treated conditions, and co-stained by immunofluorescence for NCL (green) and LaminB1 (gray). Scale bars are indicated.
(C) Statistical analysis of the proportion of the Dux locus localization in lamina, nucleolus, and nucleoplasm. ***p < 0.005 by t test, the
data represent averaged Dux locus from six fields in three independent experiments, and error bars represent SE. Shown is a representative
result from three independent experiments.
(D) ChIP-Re-ChIP qPCR assays for NCL binding and the H3K9me3 mark signal at the Dux locus, with and without CYT treatment. Data are
shown as a percentage of input. ***p < 0.005 by one-way ANOVA, error bars represent SE. Shown is a representative result from two
independent experiments.

(legend continued on next page)
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Figure 6. Models of cell-cycle-mediated nucleolar and heterochromatin regulation of 2C activation
2C-like state exit (Xudong Fu and Zhang, 2020). However,

the mechanisms involved in entering and exiting the 2C-

like state may not be fully unraveled. Here, we performed

single-cell RNA-seq to dissect the transcriptional roadmap

during the 2CLC-to-ESC transition. Our analysis identified

different subpopulations of 2CLCs. We also identified in-

termediate states with different cell-cycle-phase signatures

along the road of 2CLC entry and exit.

Cell-cycle states regulate pluripotency dissolution and

lineage-specific differentiation (Gonzales et al., 2015; Pau-

klin and Vallier, 2013; Shin et al., 2015). Despite evidence

showing that the cell-cycle phase varies from 2CLCs to

ESCs (Atashpaz et al., 2020; Eckersley-Maslin et al., 2016),

there is no direct evidence that cell-cycle phases regulate

2C-like state activation. Here, we demonstrated that the

cell-cycle phases were not only associated with the 2C-

like state, but also might drive the 2C emergence. Specif-

ically, the 2CLCs with higher 2C-specific ERV expression
(E) Aggregated ChIP-Re-ChIP-seq signals of MERVL (top) and ERVs
secondary antibody; mark signals are in the range of ±1 kb around the
shown as normalized to input. Shown is an average signal of two ind
(F) Representative images of distinct localization patterns of the
immunofluorescence for NPM1 (green) and HP1a (white). Scale bars
(G) Quantification of the number of HP1a foci per cell in control and C
data represent averaged number of HP1a foci from four fields in two
(2C-IN) exhibited prolonged G1 phase, while 2CLCs with

lower ERV expression (2C-OUT) exhibited prolonged G2/

M phase. Particularly, the cell-cycle inhibitor CYT triggered

cell-cycle arrest and 2C gene activation independent of the

ATR-CHK1-pathway and the p53 pathway. Particularly, we

have noted that the fluorescence ubiquitination cell-cycle

indicator (FUCCI) systemhas beenwidely used in cell-cycle

studies, as it enables real-time monitoring of different

phases of the cell cycle in living cells (Chetty et al., 2013;

Sakaue-Sawano et al., 2017; Shcherbina et al., 2019), which

is a powerful tool for elaborating the duration of 2C emer-

gence and exit at different cell-cycle phases in our next

study.

The nucleolus has dynamic disassembly and reassembly

in the cell cycle, and the nucleolar protein NCL has been

reported to have an important role in mediating 2C gene

activation (Hernandez-Verdun, 2011; Percharde et al.,

2018). Previous studies showed that the transition from
(bottom) with NCL as primary antibody and H3K9me3 as Re-ChIP
transcription start site (TSS) in CTRL and CYT-treated ESCs. Data are
ependent experiments.
Dux locus (red) under control versus CYT-treated conditions by
are indicated, the white arrow showing Dux locus.
YT-treated ESCs. ***p < 0.005 by t test, error bars represent SE. The
independent experiments.
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ESC to 2CLC undergoes drastic chromatin remodeling,

such as discrete foci of heterochromatin (Akiyama et al.,

2015) and decondensation of heterochromatin (Ishiuchi

et al., 2015). And our study revealed that cell-cycle arrest

at G1/early S phase showed reduced nucleolus and hetero-

chromatin foci formation, especially, reduced peri-nucle-

olar heterochromatin around the Dux locus, which facili-

tated the Dux locus’s escape from the nucleoli or lamina

to the nucleoplasm. Together, the results of our study re-

vealed a cell-cycle-associated mechanism related to remod-

eling of the peri-nucleolar heterochromatin and Dux gene

expression in 2CLC emergence. However, other cell-cycle-

associated mechanisms promoting transition between

2CLC and ESC states cannot be excluded and merit further

investigation.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

mESC culture
ES-E14 cells were cultured on MEF feeder with knockout DMEM

(Gibco, cat. no. 10829018) containing 15% FBS (VISTECH, cat.

no.59216269), 1,000 U/mL mouse LIF (Peprotech, cat. no. 250-

02), 0.1 mM non-essential amino acids (Gibco, cat. no. 11140),

0.1 mM b-mercaptoethanol (Sigma, cat. no. M6250), and 2 mM

L-glutamine (Gibco, cat. no. A2916801). For culture ofmESC lines,

the medium was changed daily, and cells were routinely passaged

every other day. The E14 cell line was kindly provided by the

laboratory of George Daley. The MERVL-LTR-tdTomato reporter

constructs were transfected into E14 cells by lipofection with

Lipofectamine 2000 (Thermo Fisher, cat. no. 11668019). The

next day, 150 mg/mL hygromycin (Gibco, cat. no. 10687010) was

added to the medium for selection. Then, colonies containing

tdTomato-positive cells were picked and expanded.

Fluorescence-activated cell sorting
Flow cytometry analysis was performed using the Beckman Cyto-

FLEX LX, and cell sorting was performed on the Beckman MoFlo

Astrios EQ. Data and images were analyzed and generated using

FlowJo (v.10) software.

Single-cell RNA sequencing
Single-cell RNA-seqwas performed with 103 platform as described

previously (Zheng et al., 2017). FACS-sorted mESCs with the

MERVL reporter that were cultured for 24 h were collected for sin-

gle-cell RNA-seq.

Cell-cycle arrest
E14 cells were treated with 2 mM CYT (MedChemExpress [MCE],

cat. no. 147-94-4) for 24 h, 1 mM NOC (MCE, cat. no. 31430-

18-9) for 6 h.

Cell-cycle analysis
Cells were fixed with 70% ethanol at �20�C overnight. Next

day, the fixed cells were centrifuged at 4�C, 2,000 rpm. Then

they were washed once with PBS. The cells were stained with
2670 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 16 j 2659–2673 j November 9, 2021
10 mg/mL propidium iodide (PI) containing 100 mg/mL RNase A

at 37�C for 30 min. Then cell-cycle analysis was performed on a

BD Fortessa. Cell cycle was analyzed with modfit LT software.

RNA isolation and qPCR
Cellular RNA was collected using the FastPure Cell/Tissue Total

RNA Isolation Kit (Vazyme, cat. no. RC101-01). cDNA was gener-

ated using the HiScript Q RT SuperMix for qPCR (Vazyme, cat.

no. R122-01) and qRT-PCR was performed using the ChamQ Uni-

versal SYBR qPCRMaster Mix (Vazyme, cat. no. Q711-02). Relative

quantification was performed on a C1000 thermal cycler and

CFX96 Real-Time System (Bio-Rad) and normalized with GAPDH.

qPCR data were analyzed and visualized with Bio-Rad CFX

manager and GraphPad Prism 7. The qPCR primers are provided

in Table S3.

Immunofluorescence
ESCs were plated onto MEF-coated 24-well plate covered with

slides. After being treated with cell-cycle inhibitors, the mESCs

were fixed for 20 min in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA), and blocked

and permeabilized in IF blocking buffer (5% donkey serum, 2.5%

BSA plus 0.3% Triton X-100 in PBS). The following antibodies

and dilutions in IF buffer were used: Zscan4 (Sigma, AB4340;

1:400), NCL (Cell Signaling Technology [CST], 14,574; 1:1,000),

NPM1 (Abcam, ab10530; 1:1,000), HP1a (CST, 2616; 1:200),

H3K9me3 (CST, 13,969; 1:200). The next day, the slides were

washed three times in PBST and incubated for 2 h at room temper-

ature (RT) in the relevant fluorescently conjugated secondary anti-

bodies (Abcam, ab150077 and ab150114). Slides were stained with

DAPI and imaged on a Nikon A1R microscope.

Chromatin immunoprecipitation
Cells were cross-linked with 1% formaldehyde at room tempera-

ture for 10 min. Chromatin was prepared utilizing the reagents

and protocol from the Pierce Magnetic ChIP Kit (Thermo,

26,157). For ChIP-Re-ChIP, immunoprecipitates (IPs) were eluted

with 25 mL 10mMDTTat 37�C for 30min. Then they were diluted

203 with Re-ChIP buffer (1% Triton X-100, 2 mM EDTA, 150 mM

NaCl, 20 mM Tris-HCl, and 13 cocktail) on ice. Then they were

incubated with secondary antibody at 4�C overnight withmixing.

Washes and IP elution were performed according to kit protocols.

DNA was purified with thermo DNA purification columns and

ChIP enrichments analyzed by qPCR. The qPCR primers are pro-

vided in Table S3. The ChIP-seq library was constructed with

100 ng purified DNA and input with a PCR-free DNA library prep

kit (Vazyme, ND607).

DNA FISH
FISH samples were prepared using a protocol as previously

described (Wang et al., 2016). Fixed cells were treated with freshly

prepared 1 mg/mL sodium borohydride solution at room temper-

ature for 10 min. They were washed and treated with 0.1 M HCl

for 5 min at room temperature. Then they were digested with

100 mg/mL RNase A at 37�C for 60min. Next, the cells were pre-hy-

bridized at 80�C for 30 min in buffer containing 23 SSC, 50%

formamide, and 0.1% v/v Tween 20. For hybridization, 20 mL hy-

bridization buffer composed of 23 SSC, 40% formamide, 20%



dextran sulfate, and 40–60 mM Dux probe was dropped onto a 24-

well plate, covering the cells. The hybridization was processed at

80�C for 20 min and then incubated at 37�C for 18 h. The next

day, the cells were washed twice with 23 SSC 0.1% v/v Tween 20

at 45�C for 15 min each and once with 23 SSC at room tempera-

ture for 15 min. The following immunofluorescence was pro-

ceeded as described before.
Data and code availability
All data that support the findings are available at GEO access

(GSE171257, GSE171258). Custom code for the analysis can be

found at https://github.com/chengarthur/CellCycleStem.
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